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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2339055A1] The machine for circularly needling a textile structure formed from a helical fibrous layer (106), comprises a needling table
placed under a table (100) for supplying a fibrous sheet to the needle. The supply needle comprises a circular conveyor (102) centered on a
vertical axis, and is disposed in the fibrous layer. The conveyor has a radial slot sealed in it for continuously rolling the fibrous web disposed on the
conveyor. The slot is sealed in the conveyor towards a straight duct that extends vertically between the conveyor and a tray centered on the vertical
axis (104) of the conveyor. The machine for circularly needling a textile structure formed from a helical fibrous layer (106), comprises a needling
table placed under a table (100) for supplying a fibrous sheet to the needle. The supply needle comprises a circular conveyor (102) centered on a
vertical axis, and is disposed in the fibrous layer. The conveyor has a radial slot sealed in it for continuously rolling the fibrous web disposed on the
conveyor. The slot is sealed in the conveyor towards a straight duct that extends vertically between the conveyor and a tray centered on the vertical
axis (104) of the conveyor, where the support plate includes a unit for rotating the fibrous web around the vertical axis. The needling table comprises
a guiding plate centered on vertical axis and movable vertically according to the support plate between a low position of operation in which it is
based on the support plate and a raised position to release in which it is positioned above the support plate. The straight duct has a secured portion
to the feed table and another secured portion to the plate for guiding the needling table, where the portions are adapted to translate one inside the
other during the vertical movements of the guide plate. The unit for rotating the fibrous web includes two pairs of tapered rollers angularly spaced
from each other, and is intended to come into contact with the fibrous web feed on the needling table. The conical roller is connected to the guiding
plate of the needling table, and disposed on outlet of the straight duct. The supply roller further comprises a roller disposed in the conveyor and
angularly intercalated between the slot and inlet of the duct. A unit is arranged for evacuation of the textile structure apart from the support plate of
the needling table, and comprises an arm controller equipped with an articulated rod. The needling table comprises a unit for cutting fibrous layer.
The circular conveyor of the supply table comprises two curved portions each present in the form of semi-disc and disposed side by side. The slot is
formed by a space connected between two portions of the conveyor.
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